
   

 

4 Teachers + 3 Days = 1 Great Weekend!!! 

Saturday June 3 Morning Sessions 
Yarn Substitution Made Easy (with Carol) 

Master the mysteries of yarn substitution with this fun 
and engaging class. We’ll start with gauge, then cover 
the various weights of yarn (fingering to super bulky), 
discuss the relationship of weight to yardage and plies, 
and look at fiber and yarn characteristics that affect sub-
stitution (e.g. drape, elasticity, weight, halo. We'll finish 
by walking through some real-life examples by selecting 
potential substitute yarns for real patterns. Suggested 
pairing: Take Patty's Gauge class and you'll be a knitting 
superstar! Skill Level: Good for all levels! 

Looking Good Coming and Going 
(with Melissa) 
Some knitted projects—scarves, shawls, and blankets— 
don't have a right side and wrong side. In this hands-on 
class, we'll explore interesting stitches that look great on 
both sides, including reversible cables, lace, and multi-
color patterns. Skill Level:  Intermediate 

Size Does Matter! (with Brooke)  
As the owner of a yarn shop, I frequently hear knitters 
complain that they have difficulty knitting sweaters that  
fit.  After investing all the time and expense into a hand-
knit garment, we want to be sure that the finished pro-
ject is flattering.  In this class, we’ll discuss the design-
ers’ perspective in pattern sizing and grading.  We’ll 
learn how to read a pattern to understand what the key 
measurements are in determining which size to 
make.  We’ll also learn tricks and adjustments to make 
so that the sweater you are knitting fits the body of the 
intended recipient, including adjusting for larger bust 
size or smaller shoulder width, as well as adjusting the 
length of sleeves and hems. Skill Level:  Intermediate 
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Twice the Fun, Half the Work (with Patty)                

Learn the fun and time-saving technique of working any 
two items, in the round, two at a time! Whether socks, 
sleeves, or wristers, getting both pieces done at once means 
you’ll never suffer from “second item syndrome” again! 
First, we will go over the basics of working magic loop and 
two circs. Then we’ll move on to the secrets of how to cast 
on and work two items for both magic loop and two circs. 
We’ll also go over professional tips for improving the look of 
your work in the round. As a bonus, all students who take 
the class will receive a free wrister pattern so they can cast 
on and try out what they learned! Must know long tail cast 
on and how to knit, purl, cast on, bind off. Experience in one 
other method of working in the round helpful. 

 
 
Saturday June 3 Afternoon Sessions 
 
Taking It From the Top: Essential Top-Down 
Shawl Construction (with Melissa) 

Fun to knit and exciting to design, shawls are always a hot 
accessory. In this hands-on class, learn how to start knitting 
with a garter tab, and explore several interesting construc-
tions, including the simple triangle, the “wedgy”, and other 
beautiful shapes, each made from the top down. 
 

Totally Tubular (with Patty) 

Tubular edges make a lovely start or end to a project. Create 
professional-looking cuffs, hems, and edges for hats, gloves, 
and more. In class, learn the tubular cast on for 1 x 1 and 2 x 
2 rib, and learn to work the tubular bind off with a knitting 
needle (no more tapestry needle!). To top it off, explore oth-
er starts and ends to ribs to create stretchy, invisible, and 
beautiful edges. We’ll even learn a special cast on just for 
gauge swatches! Explore the wonders these special cast on 
and bind offs.  
Must know long tail cast on, how to knit, purl.  
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Sip2Together  
With Brooke and Carol 

Making sense of Handpainted Yarns 1:45-
2:30 (with Carol) -If you've got questions about 

handpaints, now is your chance to ask! We'll talk 
about how to evaluate different types of handpainted 
yarn, pooling and how to either embrace it or avoid it! 
Bring your problem yarns or projects and let's brain-
storm.  

Knitting Lace with Handpainted Yarns 
3:30-4:15 (with Brooke) 
Finding the perfect lace pattern for that handpaint yarn can 
be tricky.  The lace needs to complement the color, without 
distracting from it.  Learn several simple lace motifs that 
will pop that perfect yarn! 
 

Sunday June 4 Morning Sessions 
 
Yarn 101:  Fiber and Function (with Carol) 

The perfect follow-up to my Yarn Substitution class, this 
class is a fun look at what fibers yarns are made from, and 
how yarn construction affects how the yarn's behavior on 
the needles. We'll look at a veritable zoo-ful of fiber ani-
mals, along with plant-based and synthetic yarns, even un-
usual fibers like hemp, possum and sea cell. Then well take 
a look at way that yarns are constructed: single yarns, plied 
yarns, chainette, boucle and many others, again with an 
eye to how specific yarn structures affect your finished pro-
jects. This is a fun lecture-style class with lot of photos and 
swatches. Sit back and knit while you learn all about yarn! 
 

Plug 'n Play the Perfect Custom Pullover 
(with Melissa) 
 

How many times have you knitted a beautiful sweater only 
to be disappointed in how it makes you look? (Been there, 
done that!) Feel good about what you knit and wear by 
choosing your favorite (and the most flattering) design el-
ements to create your new go to pullover. Come learn de-
signer tricks to ensure sweater success! 
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Help!  I Took a Wrong Turn:  Miraculous  
Cable Fixes (with Patty)  

Cables are beautiful and intricate, but oh my - do mistakes 
jump out. No need to live with them any-
more. Crossed the wrong way, or on the 
wrong row, or did you even forget a cable 
entirely? No problem!  If fear of fixing mis-
takes has kept you from trying out larger 
cable projects, no need to fear. First we will 
deal with a bit of preventative medicine, 
going over basic chart reading as well as two 
tricks to reading your cables on your nee-
dle. Next up we will master fixes while your 
stitches are still on the needle, getting com-
fortable with unnkitting cables, dropping 
cables to move them to a different row and recross them. 
Finally we will learn some pretty amazing fixes you can 
make to your cables after your stitches have been bound 
off. Learn how crochet cotton, and a scissor can rebuild 
any cables! Go back and fix those past knitting mistakes, 
help is here! 
Skills Required: Have experience with basic cabling  
 

 
Brooke’s Grab Bag of Super Simple, Super 
Astounding Stitches (with Brooke) 
In knitting there are only 2 stitches, 
the knit stitch and the purl 
stitch.  However, by manipulating 
these stitches in a variety of ways, we 
can come up with an amazing variety 
of fabrics!  In this class, you’ll learn 
several super easy stitches to create 
wonderfully complex looking fab-
rics.  Amaze your friends with a lace 
scarf, with no counting or 
charts.  Using only 1 yarn at a time and 
slip stitches, we can create intricate 
color work motifs, or a textured fabric 
with mock cables.  Learn several new varieties of rib 
stitches as well.  Skill Level:  Advanced Beginner 
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Sunday June 4 Afternoon Sessions 
Ridiculously Easy but Astonishingly Useful 
Stitch Patterns (with Carol)  
Expand your repertoire of stitch patterns with this class full 
of easy-to-work stitches that are versatile and astonishingly 
useful. There's no reason why you have to 
work every project in stockinette or garter 
stitch when there's a world of other stitch pat-
terns out there. We'll look at what makes cer-
tain patterns curl and find non-curling op-
tions to go beyond garter stitch. We'll look at 
patterns that are attractive on both sides for 
items like shawls and stoles, textured pattern 
stitches that are a good substitute for stocki-
nette, and options for edgings that go beyond 
plain ribbing.  Skill Level:  Intermediate 

Fixing Mistakes In Lace Knitting (with Brooke) 

Everyone who knits lace does it eventually, while working a 
lace shawl you discover a mistake several rows back. If 
you've inserted a life line, you can rip back safely, but what 
if you don't have a life line, or what if you don't want to rip 
out all 100+ stitches simply to repair some of them? 
In this class, we will discuss how to fix mistakes big 
and small in your lace knitting. We'll practicing lad-
dering up stitches in pattern using a crochet hook. 
We'll also learn how to rip out a repeat of 10+ stitch-
es, leaving the rest intact and re-knitting only those 
stitches. Skill Level:  must be comfortable with lace knitting 

 
Sip2Together with Melissa and Patty 
Just Picture It: Learn to Make Custom Knit-
ting Charts from Photos 1:45-2:30 
(with Melissa) 
 

Have you ever wanted to put a picture of your cat (or 
your besties ♥) on the front of a knitted sweater? In this 
mini-workshop, learn how to convert an image into a 
colorwork chart. Bring your own device (laptop, tablet, 
cellphone), hop on the free wifi, and follow along as 
Melissa shows you how easy the process is! (The hard 
part is winding all the colors into bobbins. . . .) 
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Perfectionist Knitting Tips 3:30-4:15 
(with Patty) 
Come with your questions about improving anything in 
your knitting. Are you looking for the perfect SSK, how to 
eliminate the big loop at the end of a BO, how to improve 
the look of your cables, rib and more? Bring some yarn and 
needles and Patty will show you some of her favorite tricks. 
Come with great questions and see if Patty can come up 
with a knitting solution on the spot!   

 Saturday AM 
8:30-11:30 

Saturday PM 
1:30-4:30 

Sunday AM 
8:30-11:30 

Sunday PM 
1:30-4:30 
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Brooke Size Does 
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Handpainted 
Yarns  
3:30-4:15 

Brooke’s Grab 
Bag of Simple 
Lace Stitches 

Fixing Mis-
takes in Lace 
Knitting 

Melissa Look Good 
Coming and 
Going 

Taking it from 
the Top 
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1:45-2:30 

Patty Twice the Fun Totally Tubu-
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